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I've tried this.. file = open('links.txt', 'r') for line in file: if text in line: print(line) The links are saved in a text
file in this format: (example) link A: Your example file seems to contain HTML tags inside your text lines. You'll

have to strip out the HTML tags using lxml.etree.clean: from lxml import etree import requests with
requests.Session() as session: resp = session.get('') soup = etree.HTML(resp.content) for anchor in

soup.find_all('a', href=True): print(anchor['href']) To read the text content, look at the.text attribute of the
node you search: from lxml import etree tree = etree.parse('') soup = etree.HTML(tree.text) for anchor in
soup.find_all('a', href=True): print(anchor.text) Clive Barker's "Hellraiser" is a classic landmark in modern
horror and essential among the big budget horror classics. This Netflix series takes the original premise of

Clive Barker's ground-breaking horror movie series and frames it in a modern setting. The original concept of
this gruesome, brutal and grotesque horror story is brought back in a modern day setting and brings a new
flavour of thrilling and scary. As the original Hellraiser is told again in a modern day setting, the story is also
slightly altered. was the battle of Wills Creek, in which Confederate soldiers captured and tortured a Union

soldier whose death would bring international repercussions. During the Civil War, more than 500 men from
the Floyd family fought for the Confederate States of America, as did their neighbors from Stephenville,

Texas. A descendant of the Floyd family name was the only Confederate soldier to survive the Battle of the
Wilderness, fought on May 5, 1864, in the vicinity of the village. In the Battle of the Wilderness, he was part of

an organized Union attack on Lee's flank that c6a93da74d
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